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Lucas’s actions once again shocked everyone who was about to attack. 

At this moment, Edmund and Bruce also realized that the two of them had just almost 
been held hostage. They panicked and hurried to Lucas’s side. 

If they had been caught by the Piers, they would definitely have become bargaining 
chips for the Piers to use to threaten Lucas. They would have become burdens to 
Lucas! 

What a close shave! 

They only thought that the Piers had come to target Lucas this time, and they had never 
expected that the Piers would make a move against elderly men like them, causing 
them to almost fall into their trap. 

Fortunately, Lucas’s reflexes were very fast, and he had rescued them at the critical 
moment! 

Bruce and Edmund stood next to Lucas, looking warily at the Piers’ experts around 
them. 

The rest of the Piers were naturally displeased. But one, Lucas’s skills were far beyond 
their imagination, and they still hadn’t figured out how he managed to form bullet hole-
like wounds with his bare hand from so far away. The effects were even more terrifying 
than actual gunshot wounds. If anyone else went up, they would probably end up in the 
same state as their leader! 

And two, Lucas was now stepping on Adam. As long as he exerted some force, he 
might stomp Adam to death right on the spot. 

Thus, with Lucas’s warning, everyone stood rooted to the ground, not daring to act 
recklessly. 

Lucas lowered his head, looked coldly at Adam beneath his foot, and mocked, “Adam 
Piers, I’m stepping on you with my foot now. What can your people do to me?” 

At this moment, Adam was no longer as arrogant as earlier. He had painstakingly come 
to his senses after almost suffocating to death. Now, the only thought he had was to 
beg Lucas to spare him. 



“Mr. Gray, ahem… it’s my fault. I won’t dare to go against you anymore. I’ll definitely 
avoid you when I see you in the future. Please… please forgive me this time! I won’t 
dare to do it again!” Adam frantically begged Lucas for forgiveness. 

He no longer cared about his dignity at this point. 

If not for the fact that Lucas was still stepping on him, rendering him immobile, Adam 
would have already gotten down on his knees and begged Lucas for forgiveness. 

Hearing Adam begging for forgiveness shamelessly, the rest of the Piers looked 
extremely sullen. 

At the same time, many of them felt relieved, knowing that they likely wouldn’t be 
blamed for not taking action since even their boss was spinelessly begging for 
forgiveness! 

Lucas pressed his foot down a little harder and questioned, “Adam Piers, you’re just a 
good-for-nothing. Who gave you the courage to bring so many people to besiege me? It 
definitely wasn’t your idea. Tell me honestly right now. What other plans do the Piers 
have?! If you dare to hide anything, I’ll crush you to death right now!” 

Adam felt his organs aching due to the massive pressure on his chest. For a moment, 
he really thought that they would be crushed by Lucas and was frightened out of his 
wits. 

Adam shrieked in horror and frantically yelled, “Ahhh! Mr… Mr. Gray, please spare me! 
I’ll tell you everything. No matter what you want to ask, I will definitely tell you the truth 
and not hide a single thing from you! 

“You’re right. I’m indeed too timid to deal with you. My father sent me here to do this! He 
said that he doesn’t need me to capture you. He said that I just had to take the Piers’ 
experts here and trap you here for around an hour to stall for time!” 

Lucas’s frown deepened, and he asked again, “The Piers sent you here to delay me? 
Who are you going to attack? Tell me quickly!” 

“Yes, I’ll say it! My father said that Florence Howard is now lying in the hospital, and the 
rest of the Howards are in discord. If we take action immediately, we’ll be able to 
conquer the Howards in less than two hours!” 

Adam frantically added, “And… we won’t be taking down only the Howards. The other 
families will be dealing with the Huttons and the Smiths. After tonight, the helmsmen of 
the Howards, the Huttons, and the Smiths will all be replaced! 



“And… once these three families are gone, Lucas, no, I mean, Mr. Gray, your support in 
DC will be gone, and those families will come to deal with you at that time! So… I advise 
you to leave DC as soon as possible! 

“I’ve already told you everything I know, so please spare my life!” 

In order to survive, Adam really revealed everything he knew. He even advised Lucas to 
flee DC. 

Lucas’s expression was extremely gloomy. 

He didn’t expect the situation in DC to become so complicated within such a short time. 

Without a doubt, the Hamiltons were the ones who colluded with the other families to 
launch an attack on the Huttons, the Howards, and the Smiths while their helmsmen 
were seriously injured and hospitalized. 

Moreover, after the Hamiltons sent people to assassinate the helmsmen of the families 
close to Lucas, there was nothing else they needed to do. With just some efforts to sow 
discord, the families harboring malicious intentions would immediately take action. 

The situation now was indeed terrible. 

The incident happened all too suddenly, and the families close to Lucas were all in 
trouble at the same time. No matter how capable Lucas was, there was nothing he 
could do to save them since he didn’t have enough manpower. 

“All those families should die!” Lucas sneered and kicked Adam’s head, knocking him 
unconscious. 

Lucas looked around at the Piers’ goons and shouted coldly, “Inform Derek and Conrad 
Piers to leave the Howard residence immediately. Otherwise, their son and grandson 
will die here! 

“What are you waiting for? Get lost!” 

The goons were terrified and didn’t dare to stay any longer. They hurriedly left and 
proceeded to report the situation to the two most authoritative people in the Piers family. 

Only then did Edmund and Bruce heave a sigh of relief, but their tension didn’t ease at 
all. 

They had heard everything Adam just said. 

“Lucas, the situation is very unfavorable. What should we do now?” Edmund asked with 
a grim expression. 



Looking at the two of them, Lucas instructed, “Listen up. Immediately contact your 
family’s representatives. If any major family barges into your residence and tries to 
encroach on your properties, don’t resist! Just let them be! Prioritize the safety of your 
family first! 

“Inform the Parkers to do the same!” 

Edmund and Bruce were astonished. 

Lucas had never compromised in the past, but this time, he actually told them to retreat 
and give in?! 
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Lucas didn’t have time to explain much to them and simply urged, “Didn’t you hear what 
I said? Get to it immediately!” 

Edmund and Bruce quickly took out their phones and relayed Lucas’s instructions to 
their families. 

Although they were disgruntled and confused, they didn’t dare to disobey Lucas’s 
orders. 

Besides, they both knew that Lucas wouldn’t harm them and that he naturally had his 
own reasons for giving these instructions. 

After the two ended their calls, Lucas instructed again, “Don’t go home tonight. Just stay 
in the Stardust Corporation. It’s much safer here. I’m going out to handle some things. 
Wait for my news!” 

Then Lucas turned around and headed to the parking lot. 

“Lucas, pay attention to your safety!” 

Edmund and Bruce didn’t dare to ask what Lucas was going to do and could only 
remind him with worried expressions. 

Who knew whether they could tide through the crisis this time… 

After Lucas left the Stardust Corporation, he didn’t rush to the Howards, the Huttons, or 
the Smiths. 

He knew that since the Hamiltons had already made arrangements, regardless of which 
family he went to, there was no way he could resolve the matter. 



With his power alone, he couldn’t destroy the other five top families of DC immediately. 

The most effective method and the most important thing to do now was to find out 
where the Hamiltons, the secret instigators behind the scenes, were hiding so as to 
shock the families working with the Hamiltons and scare them into not daring to act 
recklessly! 

Along the way, Lucas sent Jordan a text message. Soon, Jordan called. 

“Lucas, according to what you said, we’ve locked down all the routes out of DC. Be it 
train stations, airports, bus stations, or major intersections out of DC, they are all under 
the control of our people. There’s no way the Hamiltons can leave silently!” Jordan 
reported. 

“Okay, get everyone to continue keeping an eye on the routes. Also, protect the 
Stardust Corporation and my family. I’ll go meet Jensen Hamilton myself and see where 
he’s hiding!” Lucas said coldly. 

“Okay, I got it, Lucas!” Jordan immediately acknowledged. 

Although he couldn’t join Lucas in this operation, Jordan knew that Lucas had given him 
the task of protecting the people who meant the most to him, which was an extremely 
important matter, and he couldn’t afford to be negligent at all. 

… 

After learning about the current situation in DC, Jensen smiled with satisfaction and 
finally left the hidden villa to head toward a train station in DC. 

Generally speaking, big shots like Jensen usually traveled in their own private planes 
and rarely took commercial airlines, let alone mass public transportation like trains. 

But now that the airports had been blocked off, Jensen couldn’t get to the Hamilton 
family’s private jet at DC International Airport. 

To ensure that he could get back to the Hamilton residence in the shortest possible 
time, taking the high-speed train was the fastest way instead. 

He thought that Lucas and his people would never have imagined that a person of such 
high status as him would choose to travel by train, a method only lowly civilians used. 

Thus, taking the train out of DC was the fastest and safest way for Jensen. 

But just before Jensen arrived at the train station, he received a phone call from his 
subordinates. 



“Bad news, Mr. Jensen. We just found that there are many suspicious people searching 
the three train stations in DC. I’m afraid that the train stations are already under their 
control!” 

Jensen was shocked. “How is that possible? Isn’t DC in complete chaos? Lucas Gray 
should be in a frenzy now. How could he still have the manpower to block all the train 
stations?” 

His subordinate hastily replied, “I also just received the news that DC is indeed in 
chaos. But the families close to Lucas Gray are acting strangely. When those families 
attacked them, they didn’t resist at all and evacuated their homes, giving up everything. 

“So those families didn’t suffer any losses, but sent all their people out to track down the 
Hamiltons in DC just like before! So there are still a lot of people at this train station, and 
they’re even searching more intensively than the last few days!” 

“Damn it! This is outrageous!” Jensen flew into a rage and slammed his fist on the car 
seat! “Lucas Gray, you still won’t let me go even at this point. Just you wait. I won’t let 
you off!” 

Jensen was really about to explode with anger. 

He was a scion of the Hamiltons and the favorite son of the helmsman. Even the heads 
of the eight top families of DC had to be respectful to him. Yet Lucas, a young man in 
his twenties, was forcing him to a corner, causing him to have to sneak around like a 
rat. It was really outrageous! 

Now, he felt so aggravated that he wished he could immediately capture Lucas, skin 
him alive, pull his tendons, and make him die in agony! 

An old man sitting next to Jensen also frowned and said in a deep voice, “Mr. Jensen, it 
seems that Lucas Gray has made up his mind to keep you from leaving DC. But the 
more this is the case, the more cautious we must be. We must not falter!” 

“After all, Lucas Gray has united the forces of several families in DC, and they have 
more manpower than we do here. This is their territory, so there’s no need for us to fight 
him to the death.” 

Jensen roared, “So, what do you think we should do now?! Lucas Gray’s people have 
blocked all the ways out of DC. How can I be trapped here by him? 

“As you know, I have been away from the family for long enough, but I haven’t finished 
my task. Once the news spreads back to the family, my two brothers definitely won’t let 
go of this great opportunity to attack me. The chances of me inheriting the Hamilton 
family will be even lower! 



“Tell me, what should I do now? 

“Am I going to be stuck here because of a mere Lucas Gray and watch the position of 
helmsman be taken away from me?” 

Jensen yelled in annoyance. If the car wasn’t still in motion, he might have smashed the 
car roof with his fist. 

This feeling was too aggrieving and stifling! 

 


